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CMC UPDATE: Housing Starts Up October but Real Estate Impact on the Economy Muted
Abdur Chowdhury, Ph.D. Chief Economist
November 20, 2018
U.S. housing starts rose 1.5% in October. The gain was concentrated in the volatile multi-family segment while
the single family segment declined. Building permits, on the other hand, edged lower by 0.6%. Regionally, starts
were up in the Midwest and South, but were down in the Northeast and the West.
The contribution of the housing industry to overall economic growth has been relatively muted in
2018. Homebuilding activity continues to face significant headwinds. Heightened affordability concerns from
higher interest rates and home prices have risen in recent months, and supply constraints such as labor and
building lot availability have all been headwinds. These will likely limit the upside potential for sustained increase
in housing starts.
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Dr. Abdur Chowdhury is a Professor of Economics at Marquette University, the Chief Economist at Capital Market Consultants, Inc. (CMC) and a member of the Federal
Reserve Board of Chicago’s Academic Advisory Council. CMC provides capital market, investment manager and economic research to financial professionals (for more
information about Capital Market Consultants, Inc. see our website at (www.cmarkc.com).
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